Inhomogeneous concentrations are a hallmark of out-of-equilibrium phenomena and not surprisingly play a fundamental role in biology. Common examples are patterns formation in morphogenesis [1, 2], chemical waves in signaling [3], and chemotaxis [4, 5] where single cells [6-8] or cell clusters [9, 10] sense gradients to detect energy sources or hazards. White blood cells for instance exploit chemical gradients to detect unidentified substances, generic wounds, and cancer cells [11]. One strategy to avoid being detected is to avoid the distortions on the gradient that any generic object embedded into it would produce. In this letter, we propose an active strategy to leave the chemical gradient unchanged: by coating an object with a reaction-diffusion system, the chemical gradient around the object is restored as if the object was not there. Previous works on cloaking adopted a very different strategy based on coating the object with a metamaterial [12, 13] with transport properties tuned in such a way to directed the field around the object. This was initially conceived to achieve optical invisibility [14, 15] by tuning the permittivity and permeability of the material, and was also experimentally realized [16-19]. Similar strategies [20-22] were later used to tune diffusion tensors and cloak either heat or mass flows [23-26]. Cloaking from quantum matter waves [27, 28] or hydrodynamic environment was also considered [29, 30]. Crucially however, all these works share the same fundamental approach: they design the space variation of a tensor transport property (e.g., permittivity, permeability, diffusion) and thus correspond to passive mechanisms of cloaking. Our approach is instead based on an active process using chemical reactions (and constant) diffusion coefficient. At steady-state, the concentration profile is thus given by the Laplace equation, $\nabla^2 Z^o = 0$, complemented by boundary conditions on the contour $\partial \Omega$. If an impermeable object is introduced in $\Omega$, the steady-state profile will be distorted. Our main finding in this letter is to design a ring shaped cloaking device which, when surrounding the object, can restore the outer steady-state profile to its pristine state $Z^o$ (i.e. the one in absence of the object). The outer (inner) surface of the ring at radius $R_2$ ($R_1$) is permeable (impermeable) to $Z$. The region between the outer and the inner surface is denoted $\Omega$, and chemical reactions take place in it. The region inside the inner surface is the core that will embed the object. To enable analytical calculations, we will focus on a setup where $\Omega$ is a vertical stripe of width $2L$ centered around the origin with concentration $z_1$ on the left and $z_2$ on the right boundary. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, in its pristine state this setup gives rise to a linear steady-state profile

$$Z^o(x, y) = \beta x + z_0,$$  

with $\beta = (z_2 - z_1)/2L$ the slope of the gradient and $z_0 = (z_2 + z_1)/2$ the concentration at $x = 0$. We exemplify in Fig. 1b how a circular object of radius $R_1$ distorts this profile.

We now explain how our ring shaped cloaking device center around the origin can be used to restore any pristine concentration profile outside $R_2$ by enclosing an arbitrary object within $R_1$. To cloak and be compatible with matter conservation, the steady-state concentration of $Z$ inside the ring, $Z^i$, must obey the following boundary conditions. The internal concentration and its gradient must be continuous at $R_2$ with the outer pristine profile

$$Z^i(R_2, \theta) = Z^o(R_2, \theta),$$  

$$\nabla Z^o(R_2, \theta) = \nabla Z^o(R_2, \theta).$$

Furthermore, the gradient must be tangent to the inner boundary at $R_1$ due to its impermeability

$$\nabla Z^i(R_1, \theta) \cdot \hat{r} = 0.$$  

We introduced polar coordinates $(r, \theta)$ and the radial unit vector $\hat{r}$. The boundary conditions, Eqs. (2), (3) and (4)
constitute the cloaking conditions. In Appendix A, we show that a possible steady-state profile inside the cloaking device able to restore an arbitrary pristine profile $Z^o$ is

$$Z'(r, \theta) = \frac{\partial_r Z^o(R_2, \theta)}{d/R_2} [\mathcal{R}(r) - \mathcal{R}(R_2)] + Z^o(R_2, \theta), \quad (5)$$

with $\mathcal{R}(r) = (r - R_1)^2$. In the case of the vertical stripe model producing the pristine profile (1), $Z^i$ is shown in Fig. 1c.

Since our strategy makes use of chemical reactions, $Z'(r, \theta)$ must now be obtained as a steady-state solution of the reaction-diffusion equation

$$\partial_t Z'(x, y; t) = j^i(x, y; t) - \nabla \cdot J'_Z(x, y; t), \quad (6)$$

where $j^i$ is the net current of $Z$ produced by all the chemical reactions according to the mass-action kinetics [31, 32] and $J'_Z$ is the Fick’s diffusion flux $J'_Z = -D \nabla Z$. We assumed that the diffusion coefficient inside the ring is identical to the one outside, $D$. Therefore need to specify the net reactions that at steady-state will give rise to $\vec{j} = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J}_Z = -D \nabla Z'$, where $Z'$ is our cloaking profile given in (5). In general this problem has multiple solutions, as multiple sets of chemical reactions may lead to the same steady-state profile.

To proceed we will now focus on our vertical stripe model. Using (1) in (5), the steady-state concentration becomes

$$Z^i(r, \theta) = \frac{\beta \cos \theta}{2} \left\{ \frac{(r - R_1)^2}{R_2 - R_1} + R_2 + R_1 \right\} + z_0. \quad (7)$$

After a simple manipulation, we find that the net steady-state reaction current, $\vec{j} = -D \nabla Z'$, can be expressed as

$$\vec{j}'(r, \theta) = k_+ A(r) Z'(r, \theta) - k_- B(r, \theta) (Z'(r, \theta))^2, \quad (8)$$

where

$$k_+ A(r) = \frac{D}{r^2}, \quad k_- B(r, \theta) = D \frac{\beta \gamma (2r - R_1) \cos \theta + z_0(R_2 - R_1)}{r^2 (R_2 - R_1) (Z'(r, \theta))^2}. \quad (9, 10)$$

This current can be interpreted as the mass-action reaction current produced by the reaction

$$A + Z \xrightleftharpoons[k_-]{k_+} B + 2Z, \quad (11)$$

provided that $B(r, \theta)$ is non-negative in $\Omega_i$. Indeed, in this case both $A$ and $B$ can be interpreted as imposed concentrations which do not enter the dynamics, i.e. as chemostatted species [33]. This means that external mechanisms must actively maintain these concentrations
and that the cloaking device must be fueled to operate. The non-negativity condition on $B$ holds if
\begin{equation}
  z_0 \geq \frac{|\beta| R_2 (2R_2 - R_1)}{R_2 - R_1}.
\end{equation}

This constraint connects the properties of the pristine gradient, $z_0$ and $\beta$, to the geometry of the cloaking device, $R_1$ and $R_2$. However, as discussed in Appendix B, a linear stability analysis of the reaction-diffusion equation in $\Omega$ shows that the cloaking solution is stable only if the stronger constraint
\begin{equation}
  z_0 \geq \frac{|\beta| R_2 (3R_2 - R_1)}{R_2 - R_1}
\end{equation}
is satisfied. The chemostatted concentrations (9) and (10) corresponding to the vertical strip model used for Fig. 1 are plotted in Fig. 2. One observes that the angular dependence of $B(r, \theta)$ is weak. Indeed, for large values of $z_0$, $B(r, \theta) \approx D/z_0 r^2$. We thus designed a ring shaped cloaking device containing the simple reaction (11) kept out-of-equilibrium by the chemostatted species (9) and (10). This device would make any object in its core undetectable via concentration profile measurements by preserving the pristine concentrations profile (1).

We will now assess the energetic cost needed to maintain the cloaking state. While part of the energy is provided by the chemostats, we will see that another part can be extracted from the chemical gradient. The entropy production rate in an isothermal system quantifies the energy dissipation. For a reaction-diffusion system at steady-state, it is given locally by \[34\]
\begin{equation}
  T \overline{\sigma} = \overline{w}_{\text{chem}} - \nabla \cdot \sum_{\alpha} (\overline{p}_\alpha J_\alpha) \geq 0,
\end{equation}
where $\alpha$ labels the different species (for our model $\alpha = A, B, Z$), $J_\alpha$ their Fick fluxes, and $\overline{p}_\alpha = \mu_\alpha^0 + RT \ln(\overline{\alpha})$ their chemical potentials. Here, $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is the temperature of the solvent, $\mu_\alpha^0$ is the standard chemical potentials and $[\overline{\alpha}]$ is the steady-state species concentrations. The chemical work rate $\overline{w}_{\text{chem}}$ is given by
\begin{equation}
  \overline{w}_{\text{chem}} = \sum_{\alpha \in \text{chemstat}} \overline{p}_\alpha J_\alpha
\end{equation}
and represents the chemical energy entering the system from the chemostats via the currents $J_\alpha$. For our model $J_A = \overline{j} - D_A \nabla^2 A$ and $J_B = -\overline{j} - D_B \nabla^2 B$.

Let us first introduce the dissipation for the pristine profile occurring in the region $\Omega_C$ that will be later occupied by the cloaking device (ring and core). Since it is caused purely by the diffusion of $Z$ in $\Omega_C$, integrating (14) with $\overline{w}_{\text{chem}} = 0$ over $\Omega_C$ and using Gauss’s theorem, it is given by
\begin{equation}
  T \overline{\Sigma} = -\int_{\partial\Omega_C} da \cdot (\overline{\pi}_Z J_Z) \geq 0.
\end{equation}
It can be interpreted as the energy entering the region $\Omega_C$ thought its boundary. Turning back to the the cloaking device its dissipation is obtained by integrating (14) over $\Omega_i$ and can be written as
\begin{equation}
  T \overline{\Sigma} = \overline{W} + T \overline{\Sigma} \geq 0.
\end{equation}
The total work rate $\overline{W}$ performed by the chemostats is given by
\begin{equation}
  \overline{W} = \overline{W}_{\text{chem}} - \int_{\partial\Omega_i} da \cdot \sum_{\alpha = A, B} \overline{p}_\alpha J_\alpha.
\end{equation}
The first term comes from the direct integration of $\overline{w}_{\text{chem}}$ over $\Omega_i$ and represents the chemical energy provided by the chemostats inside the cloaking device. The second term is obtained using Gauss’s theorem from the diffusion part of $A$ and $B$ in (14). It represents the energy provided by the chemostats to maintain an heterogeneous concentration of $A$ and $B$ on the inner and outer boundary $\partial\Omega_i$. 

![FIG. 2. Chemostatted species concentrations, a) $k_A(x, y)$ and b) $k_B(x, y)$, corresponding to Fig. 1c.](image-url)
of the device against diffusion. The second contribution in (17) is obtained using Gauss’s theorem from the diffusion of $Z$ inside $\Omega_1$ and is thus given by $-\int_{\partial \Omega_1} \mathbf{d}a \cdot (\mathbf{p}_Z \mathbf{J}_Z)$ which using the cloaking condition (2), (3) and (4) has the transparent interpretation of being the chemical energy provided by the pristine profile through the boundaries of the cloaking device (16). Equation (17) is a key result of this letter. It shows that the dissipation of the cloaking device can be expressed as the energy provided by the chemostats on the one end and by the external pristine profile on the other end. While the latter is always non-negative, the former has no predefinite sign. When negative, the cloaking device is fully propelled by the energy provided by the external gradient. However, we did not find such a regime. We now reproduce the typical dissipative contributions observed by considering a given cloaking device (defined by the parameters $R_1$, $R_2$, $D_A$ and $D_B$) as a function of the features of the pristine profile ($z_0$ and $\beta$). As a function of $z_0$, Fig. 3a shows that for a given slope of the gradient the total work rate to operate the cloaking device is a significant fraction of the total dissipation. Furthermore as $z_0$ increases, the energy provided by the gradient, $T\Sigma$, tends to zero and the energy to operate the device is fully provided by the chemostats. However, in Fig. 3b, when increasing $\beta$ and choosing the corresponding minimum $z_0$ (according to (13)), the energy is predominantly provided by the gradient of pristine profile. In that limit the energy provided by the chemostats to cloak reaches approximately 20% of the total dissipation.

Our work provides the first proof of principle that chemical cloaking is possible. It also raises interesting questions. Is there a general procedure to identify the chemical reactions cloaking in a generic gradient? Is there an optimal shape for the cloaking device which could be used to design self-powered devices? How fast the cloaking conditions can be established? Are there chemical processes in biosystems (e.g. self quorum quenching in bacteria colonies [35]) acting as cloaking devices? We leave the questions to future investigations.
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Appendix A - We describe the procedure to find the steady-state profile satisfying the cloaking conditions (2), (3) and (4). One first notes that the cloaking conditions impose three and not four constraints because the equality at $r = R_2$ between the concentrations $Z'(R_2, \theta) = Z'(R_2, \theta)$ (Eq. (2)) ensures the equality between the tangential component of the concentration gradients at $r = R_2$, $\partial_\theta Z'(R_2, \theta) = \partial_\theta Z'(R_2, \theta)$ (Eq. (3)). Motivated by this, we make the following ansatz

$$Z'(r, \theta) = \zeta(\theta) R(r) + \Gamma(\theta),$$

with a radial function, $R(r)$, and two angular functions, $\zeta(\theta)$ and $\Gamma(\theta)$ to be determined by the three cloaking conditions. Using the radial component $\hat{r}$ of Eq. (3), we find

$$\zeta(\theta) = \frac{\partial_r Z'(R_2, \theta)}{d_r R(R_2)},$$

while Eq. (2) specifies $\Gamma(\theta)$ as

$$\Gamma(\theta) = Z'(R_2, \theta) - \zeta(\theta) R(R_2).$$

We now impose $d_r R(R_1) = 0$ to ensure that the constraint (4) is satisfied. A possible solution that we will use is $R(r) = (r - R_1)^2$, but other choices could be $R(r) = (r - R_1)^n$ with $n \in \mathbb{N}_{>2}$ or $R(r) = r + R_1^2/r$. This last result combined with the substituting of (20) and (21) in Eq. (19) finally gives the steady-state concentration (5).

Appendix B - We perform linear stability analysis by perturbing the concentration $Z(r, \theta; t)$ around the steady-state solution (7) inside the cloaking device, $\Omega_1$, and the

---

**FIG. 3.** Thermodynamic quantities as a function of a) $z_0$ (with $\beta = -1$) and b) $|\beta|$, corresponding to Fig. 1c. Here $k_+ = k_- = 1$, $D_A = D_B = 1$ and we use $RT$ as units of measure for the energy.
pristine profile (1) outside it, \( \Omega_o \), overall denoted by \( \mathbb{Z} \).
Extending the reaction-diffusion dynamics (6) to the outside of the cloaking device by assuming that

\[
j^i(r, \theta; t) = k_+ A(r) Z^i(r, \theta; t) - k_- B(r, \theta)(Z'(r, \theta; t))^2,
\]

is vanishing outside the device, and linearizing for the perturbation \( Z^p(r, \theta; t) = Z(r, \theta; t) - \mathbb{Z}(r, \theta) \), we get

\[
\partial_t Z^p(r, \theta; t) = - (D \nabla^2 + V(r, \theta)) Z^p(r, \theta; t),
\]

where \( V(r, \theta) = 2k_- B(r, \theta) \mathbb{Z}'(r, \theta) - k_+ A(r) \) inside the device and vanishes outside. The perturbation vanishes at the boundaries by construction and is assumed to be square-integrable. The operator \( \mathbb{L} \) is hermitian, and its eigenvalues are thus real. Stability can be proven if all eigenvalues are also positive to ensure the decay of the perturbation. A sufficient condition for this to happen is that \( V(r, \theta) \) is always positive because in this case

\[
\int_{\Omega_i \cup \Omega_o} dxdy \, \psi(r, \theta) \mathbb{L} \psi(r, \theta) \geq 0
\]

for every square-integrable function \( \psi \). A positive \( V(r, \theta) \) is granted when the condition (13) is satisfied.